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Premium Collection

Surya Damai
Kerobokan, Bali, Indonesia
Love in the rice fields, lobster on the menu and a wonderful sense of place define Surya Damai, a private
hideaway that captures the essence of Bali in a timeless fashion. Located at the end of a small road in
Umalas, Surya Damai sits beside emerald rice fields on the edge of a bubbling brook. The villa's five
guest rooms are capable of handling up to 14 guests; the décor is pure Indonesia. With the ambiance of
a country estate, this is a wonderful vantage point from which to enjoy a taste of classic Bali style.

A lengthy and inviting palegreen stone pool sits alongside the river overlooked by a comfortable, open‐
sided living pavilion. The five enormous guest rooms are individual and private, thoughtfully positioned
within the immaculate grounds. Each bedroom offers a new and unique perspective: some boast cool
furnished terraces, others fabulous ensuite bathrooms with outdoor baths and showers, and all enjoy
sweeping views of the delightful tropical gardens that just beg to be explored. A full‐size tennis court is a
nice addition; it sits beside a grassy paddock where cows meander and is overlooked by the upper‐floor,
veranda‐style TV and games room. There is a rural feel to this property that belies its proximity to the
restaurants and nightlife of neighbouring Seminyak.
Two twin rooms can be converted to double rooms or expanded with two extra trundle beds for
children. Light and breezy in its tropical aspect, Surya Damai is perfect for families or groups of friends.
The caring team of staff includes a dedicated chef offering an excellent menu with a full page devoted to
dishes created from fresh, locally sourced lobsters. Enjoy them in a folding‐glass‐walled dining room
overlooking the gorgeous gardens, lit with flaming torches and candles by night ‐ a scene stolen straight
from a Bali love story.

www.theasiavillaguide.com/suryadamai/
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